MARANTZ NR1200 NETWORK
STEREO RECEIVER
$1,450.00

SKU: NR1200
Categories: 2 Channel Ampliﬁers, HEOS
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Slim Stereo Network Receiver with HEOS Built-in

Indulge in high-resolution sonic perfection with the Marantz NR1200 slim stereo network receiver that
powers detailed, high-ﬁdelity audio from a compact chassis. With a fully discrete ampliﬁer design following
the pure integrated ampliﬁer layout and the renowned Marantz sound, the NR1200 is perfect for
demanding music lovers wanting both excellent music quality, modern music streaming capability and
digital connectivity. Stream music from your favourite services via Bluetooth, Apple AirPlay 2 or the HEOS
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Built-in app. Listen to FM/DAB+ Radio, Internet Radio, a wide array of music services, or connect a
turntable to the high-quality Phono input. The NR1200 also supports the latest HDMI connectivity with 5
inputs and 1 output, plenty enough to connect your TV by HDMI ARC and your source players including a
set-top box, Blu-ray Player or game console. All of this in a sleek design lower than a CD jewel case.
The Modern Stereo Receiver

The Marantz NR1200 stereo network receiver is simple to set up and easily rivals a soundbar for all of your
home theatre, delivering superior audio quality, higher power to your choice of loudspeakers and greater
connectivity for audio and video sources. Stream music from your favourite streaming services and enjoy
voice control from leading agents. Modern and elegantly designed, the NR1200 is the consummate choice
for Hi-Fi and television connection.
Latest HDMI Connectivity

Includes 5 HDMI inputs, each one supporting HDCP 2.3, 4K Ultra HD 60Hz video, 4:4:4 Pure Color subsampling, HLG, High Dynamic Range (HDR10), 21:9 video, 3D and BT.2020 pass-through. Plus, ARC (Audio
Return Channel) supports the transmission of audio from your TV with a single HDMI cable, simplifying
overall setup. HDMI inputs automatically rename themselves with information provided by the source.
Connectivity, Streaming & Multi-Room Listening

Stream the most popular music services — like Spotify Free and Premium, Amazon Music, Tidal and many
more — via Bluetooth, AirPlay 2 or the HEOS app.
With HEOS Built-in technology, enjoy your favourite music in any room of your home for a wireless, wholehome audio experience. Play the same song in every room or select a diﬀerent song for each connected
room — the choice is yours. Enjoy music from Spotify Free and Premium, Amazon Music, Tidal and more or
your local music ﬁle libraries. With additional HEOS Built-in components, like HEOS-capable speakers, play
all your music in one room or many.
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KEY FEATURES
Slim proﬁle that’s half the height of a traditional AV receiver: Delivers exceptional
performance and Marantz renown audio quality
Power to suit your audio preferences: Two-channel discrete power ampliﬁer with separate
L/R power amp circuit and power transformer with 75W per channel
Hi-Fi construction and performance: Engineered with dedicated Hi-Fi parts for two-channel
Hi-Fi performance, including custom-designed power capacitors, sound parts exquisitely tuned
by sound masters and dual DAC circuit design
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Versatile HDMI ARC connectivity: 5 HDMI inputs with full HDCP 2.3 support plus one HDMI
out with ARC support for single cable connection with your television
Flexibility for all conﬁgurations: Speaker A/B, tone control to tune the sound to your exact
speciﬁcations and dedicated dual subwoofer output for evenly dispersed bass, and no audible
peaks or dips
High-performance, high-resolution audio playback: Ability to decode high-resolution audio
ALAC, FLAC and WAV lossless ﬁles up to 24-bit/192-kHz — plus, DSD 2.8MHz and 5.6MHz tracks
for high-resolution listening
Connect your Bluetooth headphones: Listen to music or TV programs via your wireless
headphones, either simultaneously with the speakers on, or individually.
HEOS Built-in: Enjoy more ﬂexible music streaming in one room or many
Stream your favourite music from popular services: Play music on Spotify Free and Premium,
Amazon Music, TuneIn, Deezer and many others via Bluetooth, AirPlay 2 or the HEOS Built-in
app
Integrate with your home-network: Built-in Wi-Fi with 2.4GHz/5GHz dual band support (dual
antenna)
Speak your commands: Supports all major voice control agents and streaming services for
seamless control
DAB+ / FM tuner: Listen to your favourite radio stations with crystal-clear sound quality and
no static distortion
Play vinyl with exceptional clarity: Integrated phono input that easily connects to your
turntable
Drive an exceptional gaming experience: Auto Low Latency Mode (ALLM) ensures Xbox One
users have a more responsive and immersive gaming experience when connected with select
TV models that also support ALLM
Smart TV connectivity: Control the NR1200 with your TV remote, and HDMI-CEC support for
seamless pass-through of the latest picture and audio coding from your TV to the stereo
receiver

SPECIFICATIONS
HDMI In/Out: 5/1
Analogue Inputs: 3
Phono Input: MM
Digital Inputs: 1x Optical, 1x Coaxial
Pre Outs: 2 Channel, 2x Sub
Power Output (8 ohm, 20 Hz – 20 kHz, 0.08% 2ch Drive): 75 W
Power Consumption: 180W
Standby Consumption: 0.2W (with CEC 0.5)
Maximum Dimensions (WxHxD): 440 x 105 x 367 mm
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Weight: 7.9kg
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